
IEC 61499 Event function blocks 
E_SPLIT: Split an event 

The occurrence of an event at EI causes the occurrence of events at EO1 and EO2. 

FB interface:  ECC: 

 

E_MERGE: Merge (OR) of multiple events  

The occurrence of an event at EI1 or EI2 causes the occurrence of an event at EO. 

FB interface: ECC: 

 

Rendezvous of two events E_REND 

Events at EI1 and EI2 need to occur sequentially (either of them can be first) for an event to occur 
at EO. If an event at R occurs, the function block is reset, allowing again for EI1 or EI2 to start the 
sequence. 

FB interface: ECC: 

	 

  



Permissive propagation of an event 

The occurrence of an event at EI will propagate and cause an occurrence at EO iff PERMIT is set to 
TRUE. 

FB interface: ECC: 

 

Selection between two events 

The value of G determines which event input (EI0 if G is FALSE or EI1 if G is TRUE) can generate 
an event output at EO. 

FB interface: ECC: 

 

Switching (demultiplexing) an event 

The occurrence of an event at EI will cause an occurrence at either EO0 or EO1 depending whether 
G is FALSE or TRUE respectively. 

FB interface: ECC: 

 

  



Delayed propagation of an event 

An event at EO is generated at a time interval DT after the occurrence of an event at the START 
input. The event delay is cancelled by an occurrence of an event at the STOP input. If multiple 
events occur at the START input before the occurrence of an event at EO, only a single event 
occurs at EO, at a time DT after the first event occurrence at the START input. 

FB interface: 

 

Periodic (cyclic) generation of an event 

After the occurrence of an event at START and an interval dt, the function block generates event 
outputs separated by an interval dt. An event occurrence at STOP will stop further output events. 

FB interface: Service sequence: 

 

Event-driven Up Counter 

Every occurrence of an event at CU will increase by 1 the variable CV and generate an event at 
CUO. If CU is equal or greater than CV, then Q becomes TRUE. An event occurrence at R will 
reset the counter (also set Q to FALSE) and output an event at RO. 

FB interface: ECC: Algorithms: 

ALGORITHM R IN ST:  
(* Reset *)  
    CV := 0 ;  
    Q := 0 ;  
END_ALGORITHM 

ALGORITHM CU IN ST:  
(* Count Up *)  
  CV := CV+1;  
  Q := (CV >= PV);  
END_ALGORITHM 

 

 

 



Generation of a finite train of events 

After the occurrence of an event at START and an interval dt, the function block generates event 
outputs separated by an interval dt, until N occurrences have been generated or an event occurs at 
STOP. 

FB interface: Service sequence: 

 

Generation of a finite train of events (table driven) 

An event occurs at EO at an interval dt[0] after the occurrence of an event at START. A second 
event occurs at an interval dt[1] after the first, etc., until N occurrences have been generated or an 
event occurs at the STOP input. The current event count is maintained at the CV output. In this 
example, implementation, N <= 4. 

FB interface: Service sequence: 

 

This (composite) function block is implemented by using another function block called 
E_TABLE_CTRL presented next: 

FB interface: ECC: Algorithms: 

ALGORITHM INIT IN ST:  
    CV := 0 ;  
    DTO := dt[0];  
END_ALGORITHM 

ALGORITHM STEP IN ST:  
    CV := CV+1;  
    DTO := dt[CV];  

 END_ALGORITHM 

 

 

 

  



Generation of a finite train of separate events (table driven) 

FB interface: Service sequence: 

 

Demultiplexing function block 

An occurrence at EI will generate an event occurrence output at EO0 if K=0, at EO1 if K=1, at EO2 
if K=2 and at EO3 if K=3. 

FB interface: ECC: 

 

Event-driven bistable (Set dominant) 

The output Q is set to TRUE when an event occurs at S and reset to FALSE when an event occurs 
at R. If simultaneous events occur at S and R, Q is set to TRUE (set dominant). An event is 
generated at EO only when the value of Q changes. 

FB interface: ECC: Algorithms: 

ALGORITHM SET IN 
ST:  (* Set Q *) 
    Q := TRUE ; 
END_ALGORITHM 
ALGORITHM RESET IN 
ST: (* Reset Q *) 
    Q := FALSE ; 
END_ALGORITHM 

 

 

  



Event driven bistable (Reset dominant) 

The output Q is set to TRUE when an event occurs at S and reset to FALSE when an event occurs 
at R. If simultaneous events occur at S and R, Q is reset to FALSE (reset dominant). An event is 
generated at EO only when the value of Q changes. Algorithms are same as for Set dominant 
bistable. 

FB interface: ECC: 

 

D (Data latch) bistable 

FB interface: ECC: Algorithms: 

 ALGORITHM LATCH IN ST: 
    Q := D ; 
 END_ALGORITHM 

 

 

 

Boolean rising edge detection 

FB interface: Service sequence: 

 

Boolean falling edge detection 

FB interface: Service sequence: 

 


